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HP EliteBook 1040 14 inch G9
Notebook PC
The power of mobility

Discover the possibilities of elite mobility with
the HP EliteBook 1040. Built for dynamic
workstyles and constantly evolving business
environments, this PC elevates PC design,
connectivity, and security wherever work
takes you.

*Product image may differ from actual product

HP recommends Windows 11 Pro for
business

New intelligent design
Push the limits of performance with the redesigned thin and light chassis and a 14-inch diagonal
16:10 display. The PC is more aware of you and your surroundings with contextual intelligence to
optimize performance in almost any environment.

Connect and collaborate seamlessly
Move freely from your office to the conference room, or home office to the café with Wi-Fi 6E  or
optional 5G  connectivity. Look and sound your best with a 5MP camera, a 940nm IR camera, and
immersive audio software for voice clarity powered by HP Presence.

Personalize your PC
Optimize HP Presence  audio and video to your surroundings and easily customize those settings in
the myHP application.  Maximize PC performance, comfort, and responsiveness with HP Context
Aware.

HP Wolf Security for Business creates a hardware-enforced, always-on, resilient defense. From the
BIOS to the browser, above, in, and below the OS, these constantly evolving solutions help protect
your PC from modern threats.
Move around a little without losing viewers’ attention during video calls with HP Auto Frame.
Backlight WDR includes quality dual image sensors, working together to balance the background and
foreground lighting and contrast. Make sure you can clearly be seen without blurring out the
background.
How you’re seen over video calls is as important as how you sound. With low HP Lowlight
Adjustment in your PC’s camera, get vibrant clarity and make sure they never miss a visual cue, even
in low lighting conditions.
HP Dynamic Voice Leveling automatically enhances microphone gain to optimize voice clarity within
3-meters of the PC. AI-based noise reduction 2.0 uses noise-ltering technology to enhance audio
and video conferencing experience even while wearing a mask.
Lock your PC when you leave it and wake it when you approach with HP Auto Lock and Awake. An
advanced proximity sensor detects your presence and triggers the camera and Windows Hello to
conrm your identity and unlock your PC.
HP Context Aware provides AI based optimization to maximize performance when you’re working at
a table, comfort when you’re working from your lap, and responsiveness when you’re working on the
go.
Enable hardware and software innovations from HP with the myHP Application. This single
dashboard houses access to settings for conferencing, the programmable key, and more.
This PC contains at least 30-percent post-consumer recycled plastic in the bezel, at least 50-percent
post-consumer recycled plastic in the keycaps, and the outer box packaging is 100-percent
sustainably sourced.
When you’re away from the office, this sleek, ultralight PC is ready every step of the way. With long
battery life, you can plan your next move and close the deal.
Help speed up demanding business applications with the latest Intel® processor.
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